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Data from Twitter have been employed in prior research to study the impacts of events. Conventionally,
researchers use keyword-based samples of tweets to create a panel of Twitter users who mention event-related
keywords during and after an event. However, the keyword-based sampling is limited in its objectivity
dimension of data and information quality. First, the technique suffers from selection bias since users who
discuss an event are already more likely to discuss event-related topics beforehand. Second, there are no
viable control groups for comparison to a keyword-based sample of Twitter users. We propose an alternative
sampling approach to construct panels of users defined by their geolocation. Geolocated panels are exogenous
to the keywords in users’ tweets, resulting in less selection bias than the keyword panel method. Geolocated
panels allow us to follow within-person changes over time and enable the creation of comparison groups. We
compare different panels in two real-world settings: response to mass shootings and TV advertising. We first
show the strength of the selection biases of keyword-panels. Then, we empirically illustrate how geolocated
panels reduce selection biases and allow meaningful comparison groups regarding the impact of the studied
events. We are the first to provide a clear, empirical example of how a better panel-selection design, based on
an exogenous variable such as geography, both reduces selection bias compared to the current state of the art
and increases the value of Twitter research for studying events. While we advocate for the use of geolocated
panels, we also discuss its weaknesses and application scenario seriously. This paper also calls attention to the
importance of selection bias in impacting the objectivity of social media data.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in how social media data can be used ex-post to
answer questions about the influence of major events that cannot be captured ex-ante. Specifically,
there have been many attempts to use Twitter to understand the impact of an event, concerning
both interest and sentiment, after it occurs. Compared with traditional surveys, there are several
advantages of using Twitter data (and social media data in general) to study events: low time
latency, high time granularity, low financial cost, and large sample size. More importantly, Twitter
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also offers easy methods for gathering pre-event data. It is especially difficult to use survey methods
to study rare events; it is hard to capture relevant respondents randomly, and retrospective polling
is notoriously unreliable [13, 23]. Studies that have used Twitter to study events have attempted
to answer questions that include how political protests impact political attitudes [4, 66], how
pandemics raise public concern [55], how natural disasters give rise to sadness and anxiety [15],
and how opinions about elections change[46]. Twitter can also be used to study advertisements,
which can be considered a special kind of event.
Most scholars do not work with full Twitter datasets when studying events. Instead, they work
with a sample of users or tweets selected using various sampling strategies. When considering
Twitter samples, one question arises: whether the sampling procedures can provide objective data
for event analytics. As survey research have known for a long time, even if the individual piece
of information is accurate, different sampling strategies can result in different types of sampled
respondents. Such sampling biases become even more acute regarding social media data because
the accuracy of social media data itself is questionable.
Under the Total Data Quality Management framework (TDQM), the dominant framework of
understanding data and information quality, data qualities related to sampling strategies of Twitter
belongs to the dimension of objectivity. Objectivity refers to the degree that data are selected
objectively and can be used without judgment in the process of creating the data [62]. Objectivity
differs from the accuracy concerns of social media data, such as social misinformation, bots and
censorship: the latter is related to whether each piece of individual information is correct comparing
with the baseline values, while the former is related to whether samples of individual information
can be used as an objective representation of the entire population. Objectivity impacts the
believability of social data: a sample of tweets without elaboration on the process that created the
data will have low believability. Objectivity stands as a dimension in its own right.
Despite the importance of objectivity, little work has been done to systematize the sampling
strategies used to construct study events. In the following, we offer a categorization of sample
selection methods used in Twitter event analytics. The majority of prior studies share a keywordbased sampling strategy. They use event-related keywords or hashtags to filter a cross-section of
tweets that are used to describe the tweet-level conversation around a specific topic at a particular
point in time. We call this the keyword-based cross-section method:
(1) Scholars use the Twitter search or streaming API to collect tweets mentioning keywords or
hashtags that are directly relevant to the event(s) being examined. For instance, to study
the Gezi protests, tweets mentioning related hashtags such as #occupygezi are chosen; to
study the impact of the US presidential election, tweets mentioning “Obama” or “McCain”
are chosen; to study the impact of influenza, tweets mentioning terms such as “H1N1” are
chosen [4, 13, 22, 55].
(2) Scholars then analyze the change of counts, relative proportions, and sentiment of these
tweets caused by events.
Only recently have researchers begun to extend tweet-centric cross-sections to user-centric
panels, whose unit of analysis is users, instead of tweets. The major rationale for this shift is
that tweet-level analysis does not consider the factor that some core discussants on Twitter are
much more active tweeters than other non-active users, such that discussion trends are dominated
by these active users. A user-level analysis, however, can incorporate users’ socio-demographic
characteristics as well as their engagement level on social media, thus providing a more accurate
estimate of the impact of events.
A natural extension of tweet-level analysis is the expansion of a keyword-based cross-section to a
keyword-based panel by collecting the historical tweets and characteristics of users that appear in
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the keyword-based cross-section sample. Shifting from keyword cross-sections to keyword panels
also makes the sample selection process comparable to the classical survey framework. In an ideal
classical social survey, scholars begin at the user level (instead of the tweet level) and determine
a sample of users. They then ask the selected users attitudinal questions (cross-sectional survey),
possibly tracking the same users over a period (panel survey). Under the perspective survey
perspective, there are evident problems related to keyword selection using tweets rather than users
as the main unit of analysis[13]. First, keyword cross-sections fluctuate in both who and how many
people are responding, making it difficult to determine the meaning of fluctuation of interest and
sentiment (i.e., does it indicate a shift in the interest of users or is it due to the selected topic?).
Second, keyword cross-sections do not track each user’s opinions over time to show within-person
changes. Keyword panels are better at this than keyword cross-sections because they have a fixed
population and attempt to track the population before and after events. The second advantage of
keyword panels is that they can efficiently extract users of interest for a specific event.
Despite their advantages compared to the keyword cross-section method, we argue that there
remain two critical problems with keyword-based panels: 1) selection bias regarding users and their
tweets and 2) lack of control groups for comparison. These two biases are inherent in keyword-based
cross-sections and panels, which rely on users’ textual content to build the study population.
First, keyword-based sample construction (both keyword-based panels and keyword-based crosssections) introduces selection bias. Event-related keywords are used to filter Twitter users who
have discussed the event of study. The danger is that users who respond to events are usually
already more interested in event-related topics beforehand than random users. Hence, it is unclear
whether impacts identified using a keyword-based panel are truly driven by the event(s) or merely
reflect self-selected engagement during events by an unrepresentative sample of Twitter users.
Furthermore, users who are more likely to mention a certain event may also be systematically
different regarding demographic characteristics than those who do not mention the event. As
we show later, individuals who mention the terms “shooting” or “Xbox” are much more likely to
mention exact terms and related keywords even before the triggering event (i.e., a mass shooting
or Xbox advertisement) and more likely to be male than randomly selected users.
Second, to rigorously measure the impact of an event on users, scholars need a “control” group
that is not systematically different from the exposed users, and could have been exposed to the
event but not by chance. By comparing the study sample with a control group, we can ensure that
changes are not driven by confounding trends. When using the keyword-based panel, method, all
sampled users are, by definition, already affected by the event. Consequently, this method cannot
offer the possibility of creating objective control groups. The control group here is denoted in a
counterfactual way as it is defined in the causal inference literature [44]. Accordingly, random
samples cannot typically serve as control groups for causal inference since they do not reveal how
the impacted people would behave were they not impacted by an event [44].
There are scattered solutions in the literature that attempt to reduce the selection bias introduced
by keyword panels [11, 66]. However, the literature lacks a systematic treatment of the sample
methods scholars have used. Below, we summarize two additional types of panels that have been
used.
Random panel: The random panel is based on a random sample of users. Random panels in
Twitter are analogous to random samples in survey research. When possible, a probability-based
random sample is an efficient alternative to a population census. In most cases, random panels
serve as useful baselines in practice. However, random panels have two weaknesses. Theory on
sampling for social media is yet to be developed while theory on probability population surveys is
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mature. Furthermore, random panels are often an inefficient way to study events since a sufficiently
large sample must be collected to find users who have discussed a given topic.
Geolocated panel: To create a geolocated panel, scholars use geolocation information of tweets to
collect a list of users who were close to an event regarding time and space and were thus likely to
be “exposed” to the actual event instead of self-selecting themselves into the panel. Compared with
the keyword-based panel, the geolocated panel can reduce selection bias since users do not actively
select themselves into the panel; compared with the random panel, the geolocated panel provides
more coverage of relevant users. However, geolocated panels may not be useful for some events
whose effects unfold mainly in a non-spatial manner. A section later in the paper discusses when
scholars should consider geolocated panels over other panels.
In the remainder of the paper, we first define the concept of selection bias, build its connection
with data and information quality, categorize three types of Twitter panels and describe their
selection biases (Section 2). We then empirically show that keyword panels indeed exhibit strong
selection biases, while random and geolocated panels can reduce selection biases (Section 3). Following this, we show how geolocated and random panels can give different estimations of the
impacts of two very different sets of events—mass shootings and TV advertisements—compared
with keyword panels (Section 4). We then discuss the application scenario of geolocated panels,
detail the steps to construct them, and summarize the strengths and weaknesses of each type of
panels. The final section provides a conclusion and a discussion of future directions for research.
This paper makes four major contributions. First, we summarize previous research and categorize
three Twitter panels that have been used to study events, borrowing knowledge from survey
research. Second, raise the importance of focusing on selection bias in user content, which is often
more difficult to reduce. Third, we empirically compare the strength of selection bias in each type
of panel, using multiple types of events. Last, while scholars, practitioners, and industry have
widely used social media in event analytics, very few have utilized the existing research in data and
information quality theories. We link the selection biases caused by sampling in social media with
the objectivity concerns under the TDQM framework in data and information quality research.
This paper thus explores how research frameworks of data and information quality can be used to
address the data challenges of social media.
2

CATEGORIZING DATA COLLECTION METHODS OF EVENT ANALYTICS WITH
SOCIAL MEDIA DATA

The use of social media, especially Twitter, has been a recent trend in event analytics. Twitter offers
critical advantages to survey methods when studying unexpected events. Besides well-known
advantages concerning cost and speed, Twitter can track the discussion trends of an unexpected
event before, during, and after the event, while conventional surveys cannot begin before an
event. Twitter thus has advantages over surveys for dynamically tracking the impacts of events.
Twitter-like social media platforms have been widely used in various event analytics, including 1)
event detection [10, 42, 50]; 2) prediction such as for worldwide election outcomes [14, 46, 56]; and
3) measurement of the impacts of events, including public concern about the influence of [55] and
responses to political protests[4]. In this paper, we focus on the third line of research: measuring
the impacts of events using Twitter data. Specifically, we restrict our research to scholarship that
uses textual information of tweets as outcome measures.
Despite the wide use in event analytics, Twitter is also known for its data quality issues. While
previous studies more or less acknowledge that social media data are not perfect in measurements,
research frameworks in data and quality have just been applied to understand biases in social
media data. Agarwal and Sureka [1] is an early study that documents how social media data
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will affect the 16 dimensions of the TDQM framework. They find that three unique features
of microblogs such as Twitter—spams, colloquial usage and misspelling, and constant flow of
information—increase timeliness and conciseness, but decrease qualities of all other dimensions of
data quality. Shankaranarayanan and Blake [54] argue that accuracy, consistency, timeliness, and
completeness, which are traditionally important, will have declining importance in relation to social
media data. On the other hand, believability was barely studied previously but have increasing
dimensions in the age of social media. Emamjome et al. also suggest that information quality in
the context of social media is different compared to traditional IQ in information systems. They
propose an IQnSM model that is built upon the TDQM framework but contains revised dimensions
of information quality for analyzing social media data [18].
In this paper, we extend previous discussions by making the connection between selection biases
in Twitter samples and data and information quality. We first define selection bias, argue that
sampling Tweets or users create selection biases, and suggest that such biases should be put into the
category of objectivity dimension of data and information quality. We then offer a categorization
of the data collection procedures of previous Twitter-based event studies. We believe that our
categorization illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of each type of Twitter data collection
method.
2.1

Selection bias and its relation to data and information quality

Selection bias is well-known as a major threat to causal inference in empirical social science research.
Selection bias is the bias introduced by the selection of individuals, groups, or data for analysis
in such a way that scholars do not have control over the randomized selection of individuals into
their study, as individuals self-select themselves. Addressing and reducing selection bias have also
become major requirements for social science research using quantitative approaches (to name a
few, economics, political science, and sociology, see [3, 34]). In event studies using social media
data, however, researchers have just begun to realize the importance of recognizing and evaluating
selection bias. For instance, Tufekci [61] showed the danger of deleting hashtags during major
events. Lin et al. [40] compared users selected from keyword sampling with a focus group and
noted considerable differences between the two. Culotta [11] clearly mentioned selection bias in
keyword-centric design and argued that geolocation can be used to address this problem. Other
approaches have used experimental, quasi-experimental, or matching methods to correct selection
bias [36, 47, 53], highlighting the ubiquity of concerns about data and information quality across
fields.
While the aforementioned studies mention selection biases and how they impact data and
information quality at a conceptual level, they have yet to fully incorporate the rich studies of data
and information quality. We use the TDQM framework, developed by Wang and Strong [62], to
understand selection biases. TDQM divides data and information quality into four large categories:
intrinsic, contextual, representational, and accessibility. Wang and Strong argue that the intrinsic
category contains arguably the essential aspects of data and information quality. They summarize
four dimensions of the intrinsic category: accuracy, believability, objectivity, and reputation.
We propose that selection biases belong to the intrinsic category and it addresses the dimension
of objectivity of data and information quality. Objectivity refers to the process in which data are
generated. As Wang and Strong nicely put it, objective data are generated through unbiased and
impartial ways, while unobjective data have judgment in the process of creating the data [62].
Selection biases exactly address this problem: what matters for selection biases is the criterion
scholar select tweets or users in the study. Objectivity is not the same as accuracy. Even if tweets
are perfectly accurate (which is itself impossible), different sample strategies will create different
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samples of tweets and give different estimates of the impact of events, as we will show later in this
paper. On the other hand, objectivity impacts the believability, while the latter focus more on the
subjective evaluation of data quality. In general, as long as users generate data, and scholars do
not have control over 1) whether users can opt-out or opt-in to contribute to the data and 2) what
types of data opted-in users report, selection bias will persist.
Selection bias is not limited to social media data; it prevails in any social data, in which unit
values are reported or generated by people, instead of objectively measured. For instance, even in
well-designed surveys, non-responses and misreporting can still introduce selection biases. Yet,
selection biases in social media worth more attention, because current research focuses dominantly
on the accuracy problem of social media. In next several sections, we summarize existing sampling
approaches in Twitter. For each approach, we also discuss its’s selection biases and practical steps
for data collection.
2.2

Keyword-based cross-sections

As defined in the introduction, keyword cross-sections are collections of tweets that contain eventrelated keywords within the desired time frame. Scholars use keyword cross-sections to analyze
discussion trends surrounding certain keywords or topics. For example, Thelwall, Buckley, and
Paltoglou [59] analyzed sentiments of tweets containing event-related hashtags for top events
mined from Twitter. Lehmann, Goncalves, Ramasco, and Cattuto [38] identified events whose
related hashtags had a sudden spike in use and analyzed the context of tweets containing these
hashtags. Tsytsarau, Palpanas, and Castellanos [60] examined how news events, as revealed by
online memes, trigger social media attention by selecting tweets containing keywords related to
specific news events. Importantly, all these studies, among others, used keywords that were directly
relevant to particular events. Hence, the selecting-on-keyword bias could be significant.
From an engineering perspective, keyword cross-sections are the easiest type to collect. Scholars
must follow the stream of public tweets on Twitter using the standard Twitter Stream API1 or
search for certain keywords that are relevant to the event using the Twitter Search API2 . Most of
the time, scholars do not collect further data about users who posted the tweets, such as whether
they posted something similar before the event (which would require collecting a user’s historical
tweets).
2.3

Keyword panels: from tweet-centric to user-centric.

Despite the intuitive interpretation and simple implementation of Twitter keyword cross-sections,
they have a major disadvantage, namely that they are tweet-centric instead of user-centric. Each
user makes drastically different contributions to the discussion of an event. A shift in the trend
of discussion about a certain topic may be caused by several enthusiastic users, and the use of
a keyword cross-section wrongly regards this as reflecting a true shift in the interest of a more
general population. For instance, when using keyword-based cross-sections to study outbreaks of
disease, Kanhabua and Nejdl [30] noted that they are very sensitive to random turbulence in users’
discussion levels.
Recently, Diaz, Gamon, Hofman, Kcman, and Rothschild [13] suggested viewing the entire
Twitter platform as if it were produced by a hypothetical pseudo-survey, in which users opt in to
answer pseudo-questions on topics in which they are interested and can answer multiple times.
We call this approach keyword panels. We follow the conventional use of the word “panel” in
social science survey research: to keep track of a set of stable users over certain periods, ideally
1 https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/public

2 https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search
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before, during, and after an event of interest. Keyword panels offer two advantages over keyword
cross-sections: 1) they are user-centric and 2) they contain data on the ex-ante behaviors of users.
Because they are user-centric, scholars can follow a stable set of users over time, which is prone to
random drifting in terms of user participation. For instance, Weber, Garimella, and Batayneh[64]
and Budak and Watts [4] analyzed a fixed set of users’ political behaviors before and after protests in
Egypt and Turkey using a panel of users who mentioned protest-related hashtags. When predicting
election outcomes, scholars found that counting one vote for each user who mentioned a party or
candidate often outperformed the approach of counting one vote per tweet [17, 51]. Outside the
election prediction realm, An and Weber [2] confirmed that user-centric analysis outperformed
counting tweet occurrences for predicting both flu activity and unemployment rates. In addition,
Lin, Margolin, Keegan, and Lazer [40] explicitly addressed the shortcomings of using large volumes
of keyword cross-section data without tracing the history or context of the individuals generating
the tweets.
Furthermore, with the ex-ante behaviors of users, scholars can construct pre-event features of
users, which can help to correct biases in keyword-based panels. User features that can be inferred
from profiles and historical tweets include demographics [20, 37], geography [12], and interest in
discussing the event or related topics [2, 9, 63]. For instance, Wang, Rothschild, Goel, and Gelman
[63] used post-stratification techniques to adjust the unbalanced demographic composition in the
2012 US presidential election; their results are comparable to those of representative polls. De
Choudhury, Diakopoulos, and Naaman [12] adjusted the types of participants in events on Twitter,
building a classifier to differentiate between organizations, journalists and media bloggers, and
ordinary individuals.
From an engineering perspective, keyword panels require an extra step beyond keyword crosssections. One must first create a keyword cross-section and then follow tweets in the keyword
cross-section to obtain profiles and historical tweets of the users who posted the tweets. The extra
step, however, significantly helps scholars to estimate the impact of events more accurately.
Keyword cross-sections and panels are the most popular method in event analytics using social
media data so far, as they both rely on keyword filtering. There have been recent attempts to collect
user-centric data directly from user characteristics, such as demographics and geolocations, which
we discuss below.
2.4

Panels based on demographics

Panels based on demographics are similar to keyword panels in the sense that both are user-centric
and follow users over a certain period. The difference lies in how data are collected: Panels based
on demographics search for results based on certain demographics traits, while keyword panels
filter users based on keyword searches. Unfortunately, Twitter does not offer an API that allows
direct selection of individuals with certain traits, such as being female. However, third-party tools
such as Followerwonk allow scholars to search for users of interest and then collect the tweets of
these users3 . Scholars can search for users with interests in specific topics such as the use of certain
music services or religious affiliations [7, 49]. Panels based on demographics are thus user-centric
panels that are collected based on user characteristics.
2.5

Geolocated panels

Geolocated panels are a special type of panel based on demographics, with geolocation being the
demographic trait. Prior research has used Twitter samples based on geolocation [27, 33, 48].
For example, Zhang [66] used the check-in history of Weibo (Chinese Twitter) to find users near
3 https://moz.com/followerwonk/bio
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protests, collect their tweet history, and compare changes in political discussion at the user level
before and after the protests. Most prior work has aimed simply at reconstructing a representative
panel of users based on their geolocations to study users in a particular location for a particular
subject. Culotta [11], on the other hand, attempted to reduce selection bias by searching for users
who had geolocated tweets in 100 US counties and evaluated how the proportion of users who
mentioned health-related keywords within each county correlated with the offline health behaviors
of users by geography. However, the authors did not address the potential for geolocated panels
to enable the construction of comparison groups. Our paper extends the current literature by
addressing this gap, which is one of our contributions to information and data quality research.
From an engineering perspective, geolocated panels are the easiest to create among all panels
based on demographics, since scholars can collect geolocated users through a geolocation search
using Twitter API or Weibo. In other words, they can search for users who had a check-in proximate
to a certain place.
3

EVENTS AND DATA

Most previous research using Twitter to understand the impact of events has focused on a specific
type of event (or sometimes even a single event). In our empirical analysis, for each type of panel,
we evaluate Twitter’s effectiveness in studying two very different types of events: the 15 largest
mass shootings in the United States in 2014 and a mix of local and national Xbox advertisements
aired in 2014. Both these event types are exogenous to users in terms of time and location: users
know these types of events exist but cannot predict the exact time and location before the event
occurs. This is exactly the type of event for which social media is better suited than traditional
survey data. However, the events differ in the ability of researchers to assign treatments. For mass
shootings, researchers typically cannot predict when and where an event will occur. Therefore, it is
nearly impossible to perform surveys on the ex-ante behavior of users before the occurrence of
an event. Other unpredicted events, such as terrorist attacks and natural crises, also fall into this
category. In this case, scholars can treat an unexpected event as a natural experiment to evaluate
the effect of the event [16]. On the other hand, when and where an advertisement will occur
are known to scholars. Scholars thus have more power to manipulate treatment assignment to
understand the causal impact of events.
Next, we describe how we constructed the three types of panels for all the events in our study.
We used all mass shootings in 2014 documented in the Stanford Mass Shootings of America (MSA)
data project4 . The Xbox advertisements included a batch of local ads that were all aired at 2:22 PM
ET in 14 market areas on January 12, 2014, as well as a national ad that aired later the same day.
For each event, we accessed the full Twitter stream via the Twitter Firehose provided by Microsoft.
Twitter Firehose is a Twitter API that delivers full access to the public stream of tweets5 . The use of
Twitter Firehose is necessary for our purposes since our aim is to methodologically evaluate the
selection bias associated with Twitter. The strength of this bias can be used in future research when
considering sample selection procedures. Only by using full Twitter data can we ensure that the
selection bias detected in this paper is not due to sampling bias from Twitter API [45]. In other
words, our results provide a lower bound; if the selection bias in our paper is significant, it may be
even larger when scholars do not have full access to Twitter data through the Firehose API.
For practical users of Twitter panels, however, we emphasize that scholars do not need Twitter
Firehose access; they can construct their own panels through the streaming or geolocation search
API of Twitter. The streaming API provides a random sample of the full Twitter data. Therefore,
4

Data can be downloaded from the following site: https://library.stanford.edu/projects/mass-shootings-america

5 http://support.gnip.com/apis/firehose
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estimations of quantities such as group proportions and sizes can be obtained, following the theories
of random sampling [52].
For each mass shooting, we used eight words related to “shooting”–attack, cop, jail, kill, murder,
shot, Trayvon (for the Trayvon Martin case), and shooting –to build eight stylized keyword panels.
For instance, we constructed the keyword-based panel for the word “shooting” by finding all the
tweets that mentioned the word “shooting” within seven days after each shooting and collecting
historical tweets of the users posting these tweets within seven days before the event. Similarly,
for each Xbox advertisement, we constructed three panels, each using one of the keywords Xbox,
PlayStation, or PS3. For instance, for the Xbox keyword-based panel, we selected users who
mentioned “Xbox” within seven days of the advertisement and collected their historical tweets for
seven days before the advertisement. Based on prior research, we know that online response to TV
advertisements on Twitter takes place within minutes as opposed to days [35]. With access to the
Twitter Firehose, we were able to find all tweets that mentioned the keywords of interest. Each
keyword-based panel is a full census of users who mentioned the keywords within the designated
time frame. We used one word to construct each panel, instead of a set of keywords, which is more
common in the literature, to ensure that the effect is not confounded by other keywords in the
keyword set.
For comparison, we created random panels for each event. Again, we used Twitter Firehose and
selected 30,000 users at random who tweeted at least once during the specified time frame after
each event. We then collected all these users’ tweets for the same designated time frame as the
keyword panels (seven days)6 .
Finally, we constructed geolocated panels for the mass shooting and Xbox advertisement events.
We identified geolocated users who had at least five geolocated tweets within the United States
in 2014 and used this as the population of geolocated users. We then projected their geolocated
posts over the course of the year onto census tracts and used the two most frequent census tracts
as the frequent locations. For the mass shooting events, we randomly sampled users whose two
most frequent locations were within 100 miles of a particular shooting. For Xbox ads, we randomly
sampled users whose most frequent location was within 100 miles of the center of a Designated
Market Area (DMA). Each DMA is an “exclusive geographic area of counties in which the home
market television stations hold a dominance of total hours viewed”7 . In other words, broadcasting
companies choose to air the same set of programs within the same DMA. Some DMAs span the
boundaries of counties. By drawing a circle around a DMA, we created an area in which we could
find two groups of users who have a similar distance to the center of the DMA. However, one
group could see some advertisements since they were within the DMA region while the group
living outside the DMA could not see the advertisements [31]. This method was used to create a
comparison group.
The choice of 100 miles in both of our examples reflects the appropriate distance for each problem.
In the mass shooting example, we found that using a range of more than 100 miles did not impact
the pattern of our outcomes (see later discussion for details). In the Xbox example, all DMAs
were covered within a 100-mile radius from the center of each DMA. For other types of problems,
researchers should choose a distance range to reflect their knowledge about how far an event can
exert influence.
6 We

initially choose 30,000 since it is a convenience number. We tested the statistical power of using this number. We
find that a sample size of 30,000 can distinguish the observed proportion of 0.01 of the random panels and the observed
proportion of 0.02 of the geolocated panels at the 0.01 level, with 99.9% probability. The power analysis is done with 2-side
t-tests and using R package “pwr”.
7 http://www.nielsenmedia.com/glossary
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In next section, using the events and panels constructed as described above, we empirically show
the selection bias that is embedded in keyword panels. Following this, we empirically compare
three types of panels for evaluating the impacts of mass shootings and advertisements and show
how geolocated panels can improve the determination of the estimated impact of events. Finally,
we discuss steps to construct geolocated panels, which can help reduce selection bias in certain
scenarios.
4
4.1

SELECTION BIAS IN TWITTER PANELS
Selection Bias in Keyword Panels

As briefly discussed in the introduction, the keyword-based panel method introduces selection bias
into a sample. In this section, we explicate types of selection bias in three keyword panels and
empirically reveal the strength of the selection bias in the panels. We differentiate between three
aspects of selection bias introduced in the keyword-based panel design as follows:
• Selection-on-outcome bias: Users have different probabilities to be selected into the study
population based on outcomes. One of the first lessons in social science research is that the
study population should not be selected based on the dependent variable [21, 57]. When
the outcome of an event is measured by users’ text, keyword panels are subject to selection
bias since they mention the event used to construct the study population. For instance,
when studying the impact of mass shootings on Twitter, one should not select users already
influenced by a shooting or use the fact that the identified users are tweeting about the
event to justify its impact.
• Content bias: Users mentioning certain keywords on Twitter after an event may be systematically biased towards mentioning the keywords in general, compared to users who
did not mention the words after the event. Regarding mass shootings, keyword searches
are likely to find users who have an interest in the topic beforehand and think and talk
about mass shootings differently than the general population. Hence, it is unclear whether
impacts of events are driven by the events themselves or merely encourage discussion
among users who are already interested in a particular event.
• Demographic bias: Sampled users may differ from the general population in terms of their
demographics. For example, males are more likely to be contained in keyword-based panels
for both mass shootings and Xbox events.
Among studies seeking to correct the bias of Twitter samples, most scholars have focused on
demographic bias (e.g., [11, 43]). We acknowledge the importance of this, but we believe that
selection-on-outcome bias is a more serious issue since it is more difficult to reduce compared
to demographic bias. There is no doubt that to reduce demographic bias, scholars can re-weight
samples based on various demographic properties towards the distribution of the offline population
and calibrate user behaviors on Twitter, such as the number of tweets. There have been some
good recent attempts to correct selection bias in big data using post-stratification techniques that
re-weight the Twitter sample to the underlying population distribution [11, 41, 63]. Nevertheless,
re-weighting bias caused by self-selection is difficult because it requires either a strong theory about
factors that contribute to sample selection (e.g., the famous Heckman estimators in econometrics)
or exogenous variables (e.g., instrumental variables) to help model the selection bias [21, 26, 65].
The former is difficult in social media analytics since theories about why and how people post
are underdeveloped; the latter is difficult because the causal inference literature has only recently
begun to be applied in social media analytics [28]. Hence, even if re-weighting procedures result in
a panel with a demographics distribution that look very similar to that of random users, the panel
may still exhibit selection-on-outcome bias.
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We empirically reveal the three types of bias discussed above. For illustration, we analyze the
Fort Hood mass shooting on April 2, 2014, which was the largest mass shooting in terms of injuries
in 2014, and a national Xbox advertisement that was aired on January 19, 2014. The results are
similar to other mass shootings and Xbox advertisements.
For both events, users did not anticipate the occurrence of the event, especially the time and
location of the event. Hence, if users were selected randomly, we would expect that the level of
discussion about the event, as measured by mentions of the exact keyword of interest, those used
to construct the keyword-based panels, and other similar words, would remain at a minimal level
and then spike when the event occurred. Figure 1 shows the proportion of users who discussed
event-related keywords before the event for each of the three types of panels–random, keyword, and
geolocated. The horizontal axis lists the different panels. For instance, the first column corresponds
to a keyword-based panel whose users mentioned “shooting” in their tweets after the event. The
vertical axis shows the proportion of users in certain panels who mentioned the respective keywords
within seven days before the event. For instance, the cell with the horizontal value “shooting” and
the vertical value “kill” indicates the proportion of users in the keyword panel constructed using
the keyword “shooting” and the keyword “kill” in the seven days before the event.
Users from the keyword-based panel showed selection-on-outcome bias: they were more likely to
mention the exact keyword that was used to evaluate the impact of events. For the mass shooting
keyword-based panel, around 30% of users mentioned the words “shooting” and “kill” in the seven
days prior to the event. Therefore, the users selected from keyword panels were already more likely
to tweet about the exact keyword used to construct the panels, even before the event. Therefore, it
is difficult to determine whether the observed changes are due to the impact of the event or the
ex-ante interests of users.
Users from the keyword panel also exhibit outcome bias: they were more likely to mention other
keywords relevant to the event before the event. A total of 20% mentioned related keywords such
as murder, jail, attack, and shooting itself. The existence of outcome bias indicates that even though
scholars use some keywords to construct panels and other related keywords to evaluate outcomes,
the keyword panel is still subject to content bias.
Theoretically, we expect the random panel to exhibit minimal selection bias and the geolocated
panel to reduce selection bias, compared with the keyword panels. Confirming this expectation, we
find that the random and geolocated panels mentioned “shooting” and “kill” less often than any of
the keyword panels (Figure 1). Furthermore, the geolocated panel is comparable to a random panel
in terms of reducing selection bias. Figure 1 highlights the discussion in the seven days prior to the
events. In the next section, we discuss bias after the event.
The results reveal the first two aspects of selection bias in the keyword panel: a nontrivial
proportion of users discussing the keyword used to construct the panel and related keywords before
the event. However, these selection bias issues are not prevalent in random and geolocated panels.
Further, we compare the differences in an important demographic variable—gender distribution—
among the three panels in Table 18 . The keyword-based panels were 65% male, and the geolocated
panels were 53% male. A Pew survey found that 53% of American Twitter users are male. Thus, the
geolocated panel is similar to our best estimate of the ground truth based on the Pew survey, while
keyword panels are severely biased in their gender distribution 9 . While gender is just one of many
ways to consider user demographics, the purpose of verifying the selection bias with keyword
8 We

used the Discussion Graph Tool to identify users’ gender [32]. Across the panels, the algorithm identified the same
proportion of users based on usernames, which suggests that the tool does not favor a certain panel over others.
9 http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/01/09/demographics-of-key-social-networking-platforms-2/. Overall, 21% of women and
24% of men use Twitter, and the population is 50% male. Thus, 24/(21+24) of Twitter users are male.
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trayvon

0.039 ***

0.019 ***

0.013 ***

0.043 ***

0.034 ***

0.095 ***

0.047 ***

0.029 ***

0.023 ***

0.033 ***

0.021 ***

0.004 ***

0.008 ***

shot

0.214 ***

0.205 ***

0.137 ***

0.223 ***

0.158 ***

0.343 ***

0.208 ***

0.2 ***

0.131 ***

0.139 ***

0.133 ***

0.054 ***

0.063 ***

shooting

0.131 ***

0.066 ***

0.047 ***

0.096 ***

0.065 ***

0.183 ***

0.094 ***

0.079 ***

0.049 ***

0.057 ***

0.045 ***

0.014 ***

0.025 ***

ps3

0.009 ***

0.009 ***

0.009 ***

0.011 ***

0.01 ***

0.017 ***

0.011 ***

0.012 ***

0.052 ***

0.104 ***

0.198 ***

0.002 **

0.004 **

playstation

0.01 ***

0.008 ***

0.007 ***

0.011 ***

0.01 ***

0.031 ***

0.012 ***

0.011 ***

0.046 ***

0.192 ***

0.09 ***

0.002 ***

0.004 ***

murder

0.07 ***

0.045 ***

0.047 ***

0.096 ***

0.073 ***

0.165 ***

0.137 ***

0.07 ***

0.043 ***

0.051 ***

0.039 ***

0.01 ***

0.021 ***

kill

0.191 ***

0.177 ***

0.242 ***

0.285 ***

0.216 ***

0.347 ***

0.262 ***

0.24 ***

0.154 ***

0.176 ***

0.168 ***

0.06 ***

0.088 ***

jail

0.075 ***

0.054 ***

0.056 ***

0.16 ***

0.073 ***

0.213 ***

0.112 ***

0.092 ***

0.042 ***

0.052 ***

0.036 ***

0.013 ***

0.025 ***

cop

0.05 ***

0.04 ***

0.038 ***

0.078 ***

0.038 ***

0.135 ***

0.065 ***

0.111 ***

0.038 ***

0.04 ***

0.033 ***

0.016 ***

0.016 ***

attack

0.097 ***

0.072 ***

0.072 ***

0.121 ***

0.174 ***

0.158 ***

0.138 ***

0.083 ***

0.064 ***

0.079 ***

0.065 ***

0.014 ***

0.036 ***

prob

0.3
0.2
0.1

random

0.011 ***

geolocated

0.008 ***

ps3

0.169 ***

playstation

0.167 ***

xbox

0.219 ***

cop

0.039 ***

murder

0.034 ***

trayvon

0.069 ***

attack

0.027 ***

jail

0.034 ***

kill

0.025 ***

shot

0.028 ***

shooting

0.027 ***

Percentage of users in the respective panel
who mentioned the word before event

xbox

Panel

Fig. 1. Proportions of users mentioning the respective keywords in each panel before the occurrence of an
event. Each cell comprises the proportions and its p-value. We perform statistical test through a one-side
t-test. The p-values are: < 0.1, ∗; < 0.01, ∗∗; < 0.001, ∗ ∗ ∗.

panels is to show the strength of the bias. Scholars are encouraged to consider more thoroughly
what kinds of demographic traits are possibly correlated with an event being studied and thus
evaluate appropriate selection biases.
In sum, we empirically demonstrate the bias introduced by keyword panels: users in a keyword
panel are more likely to mention the keyword used to construct the panels and related words even
before an event. The sample is also biased in terms of demographic characteristics compared with
random panels. Random panels can reduce selection bias at first sight. However, this approach
has two major shortcomings: efficiency and lack of a comparison group. First, for many events,
few users are identified since the vast majority never discuss a particular event. Second, for many
events, we care about the identification of a subgroup that defines a comparison group (in some
cases, a treatment and a control group).
4.2

Estimating the impact of events

Next, we display the empirical estimation of the impact of mass shootings and advertisements on
Twitter users’ discussion of these events. The purpose is to compare how the three types of panels
provide different estimates of the impacts of events at the population level.
We begin by showing the proportion of users who mentioned events before/after the events of
all three types of panels: geolocated, random, and keyword-based. Figure 2 shows the proportion
of users who mentioned the word “shooting” as a measure of the impact of the first set of mass
shootings. As expected, there is a spike in mentions of “shooting” on the first day of all three panels.
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Table 1. Gender ratio of the three types panels

Panel

Total Number of users

%Gender Identified

%Male

attack
cop
jail
kill
murder
playstation
ps3
shooting
shot
trayvon
xbox
geolocated
Pew

265, 326
171, 370
182, 200
764, 917
197, 792
33, 921
42, 207
239, 106
595, 104
6, 842
131, 520
116, 737
1,597

45
45
40
41
43
45
43
47
46
40
48
50
1.00

60
65
65
55
62
80
82
65
65
72
80
53
53

Fig. 2. Proportion of users within each panel who mentioned “shooting” by days from shooting at Fort Hood
on April 2, 2014. A 95% confidence interval was obtained from bootstrapping methods and is plotted in
shadow. The points for the geolocated and random panels overlap each other so a zoomed-in subplot is
provided in the top-right corner.
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Fig. 3. Proportion of users within each panel who mentioned “Xbox” by minutes from batch of local advertisements at 2:22 PM ET on January 12, 2014.

However, the proportion of users who mentioned “shooting” on the first day of the Fort Hood mass
shooting in 2014 is much higher in keyword-based panels than in random and geolocated panels.
The keyword panel evaluates the impact on users who are already interested in the topic and hence
provides a much larger estimation. The real impact of events for the entire Twitter population,
however, is greatly exaggerated in this keyword panel. It is unsurprising that the effect measured
in the geolocated panel is slightly larger than that of the random panel, because we limited the
geolocated users to within 100 miles of the shooting and thus they are more likely to be treated by
the event. Hence, we show that the geolocated panel can replicate the estimations of the random
panel in a more efficient way.
In Figure 3, the impacts of the Xbox advertisements are displayed at the minute level since
previous research has found that advertisements trigger responses on Twitter often within seconds
of an event [35]. All of the panels were reconstructed to fit the shorter time frame. The Xbox
advertisement has a much smaller overall effect than the shootings. This is partially due to the
general level of chatter and the smaller impact of a single advertisement. Here, we can see how a
random panel is unable to pick up any response because it is simply too small to capture this rare
event. The geolocated panel has a small bump, as we confined the panel to the 14 DMAs that received
the treatment, but it is impossible to see this in the provided figure. Only the keyword-based panel,
with its selection bias, shows a clear impact.
Next, we show results that can only be measured meaningfully with geolocated panels: in other
words, how impacts of events change spatially. There is not enough geolocation information in the
random panel to determine this. Further, the keyword-based panel suffers from all of the selection
bias issues noted in the previous sections.
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Fig. 4. Proportion of users within the geolocated panel who mentioned “shooting” by days from shooting
and by distance to any of the 15 mass shootings in the US in 2014.

Figure 4 shows how the proportion of users who mentioned “shooting” changes by days from
the shooting and by spatial distance. The proportion is an average effect over all 15 mass shootings
in 2014. As expected, the proportion of users who mentioned “shooting” is randomly distributed
before events by time and spatial distance. It indicates that events are exogenous to users in the
geolocated panel. On the first day of shooting, there is a huge spike of users discussing the event
at locations nearest to the event (within 5 miles). The impact quickly declines by distance on the
day of the shooting but remains high compared with other dates. For all users, the impact decays
quickly after the first day, remaining high for the second day in only the closest regions, before
approaching pre-event numbers. Impacts remain for another three days after the second day only
for users living within 10 miles of an event. The figure confirms that impacts of events decay by
spatial and temporal distance.
The results for the geolocated panel for Xbox are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 is similar to Figure
3 but distinguishes users in the geolocated panels by whether their frequent location is in one of
the 14 DMAs in which the advertisement was aired. Users in one of the 14 DMAs could see the
advertisement (i.e., serving as the treatment group), while users who lived outside the boundary but
close to the 14 DMAs could not see the advertisement (i.e., serving as the control group). Therefore,
by comparing the treatment and control groups, we can rule out other types of bias such as that
related to demographics. We see that treated users respond more than untreated users to a given
advertisement. It is possible that the difference is downwardly biased in that some untreated users
are actually in the DMA but have not been identified as such. The difference between the two figures
is startling, in that the impact of the advertisement is actually much larger, as a percentage bump,
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Fig. 5. Proportion of users within the geolocated panel who mentioned “Xbox” by minutes from the batch of
local advertisements at 2:22 PM ET on January 12, 2014, within and outside of DMA in which it was aired.

for the panel of users who may not regularly think about Xbox, compared with the keyword-based
panel.
Furthermore, we know that prior to the airing of the Xbox advertisements, there was no other
confounding effect, such as the promotion effect, from other types of advertisement since the
treatment and the control groups behaved similarly before the Xbox advertisement. This argument
can be made since we collected the ex-ante posts of users. For a typical keyword cross-section, which
lacks historical tweets, we cannot make such an argument.
Lastly, Figure 6 shows how sentiment changes by days and spatial distance from mass shootings.
Again, the effect is averaged over all mass shootings. Specifically, we measured the score of fear
using the Discussion Graph Tool (DGT)[32]. The DGT produced a joint distribution of seven types
of mood—joviality, fatigue, hostility, sadness, serenity, fear, and guilt—for each tweet. Here, we
use only the fear scores. Fear does not disappear, even after seven days, when people mention a
shooting. There is a clearer pattern of decay by spatial distance after an event. The ex-ante fear
scores are randomly distributed by time and distance, which suggests that our panel does not
exhibit strong selection bias. Further, it shows that people mention “shooting” without fear; the
phenomenon of fear is attached to the presence of a specific event.
5

GEOLOCATED PANELS

The previous section showed that geolocated panels not only reduce selection bias but can also
be used to obtain population estimates for the impact of events. The idea of geolocated panels is
relatively easy to understand, but there are many practical considerations when constructing a
geolocated panel for a specific problem. In this section, we discuss aspects for scholars to consider
when constructing their own geolocated panels.
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Fig. 6. Predicted fear scores of users’ tweets mentioning “shooting” by days from shooting and by distance
from any of the 15 mass shootings in the US in 2014.

5.1

When should we use geolocated panels

In Section 3, we provide evidence that geolocated panels reduce selection bias for the events we are
studying. However, because it is optional to turn on geolocation services when tweeting, only a
small proportion of tweets are geolocated. There have been recent advances in the data mining
literature on geolocation inferences of social media users using profile and historical tweets, thus
making it possible to significantly enhance the pool of users who have some version of geolocation
information from which we can construct geolocated panels [6, 19, 29, 39]. Still, geolocated panels
require that we know the geolocation information (either from check-ins, profiles, or historical
tweets) of users, which shrinks the size of panels.
When should we use geolocated panels, and when should we keep conventional keyword panels?
We argue that the decision should be based on the following considerations:
(1) Whether the outcome is evaluated through texts of tweets or not.
• When outcomes are evaluated through the textual information of tweets: Using text
to evaluate outcomes is still the far more popular choice in the literature (including
the examples in Section 3), as summarized in Section 2. Keyword panels exhibit
selection-on-outcome bias, since the outcomes are mixed with the data collection itself;
random/geolocated panels reduce the selection bias.
• When outcomes are evaluated through the non-textual information of tweets: For
instance, when the outcome of interest concerns the spatial pattern of users after an
event [8], geolocated panels may be more biased than keyword panels in this case.
(2) Whether the geolocation of users is exogenous (orthogonal) to the outcome of interest.
• If geolocation is exogenous to outcomes, geolocated users and random users are
equally likely to discuss event-related topics, as we show in Table 1, using gender as an
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example. In other words, the proportion of event-related discussion among geolocated
and random users will be similar, even if geolocated users check-in more often than
random users. In this case, even though geolocated users check-in more frequently
than random users, and may differ in some other aspects, such biases are orthogonal
to the outcome. Thus, we do not expect coverage issues in geolocated panels to impact
the outcome of interest. We recommend using geolocated panels in this case.
• If geolocation is endogenous to outcomes, geolocated panels are subject to bias introduced by geolocation. In this case, geolocated panels reduce the selection bias
on content but may exaggerate the selection bias on demographics. Therefore, we
recommend continuing to use keyword panels.

5.2

Construct geolocated panels

Five steps are required for constructing a geolocated panel:
(1) Control for time: Create a full list of geolocated users within the necessary time frame.
(2) Control for location: Construct a panel of users who were sufficiently “close” to the event in
terms of location and were thus exposed to it.
(3) Create control: Distinguish between those who were exposed to the event (the treatment
group) and those who could have been but were not (the control group). For instance,
advertisers selectively air an advertisement over a DMA and thus users who live near
the boundary of a DMA have different probabilities of receiving the same advertisement.
By constructing comparison groups across the boundary of a DMA, we can perform a
rigorous causal analysis. In contrast, a mass shooting does not have a clear boundary, but
the treatment fades with distance.
(4) Gather full tweet history: After constructing a panel of users who have possibly been
“exposed” to an event, scholars should further collect their entire tweet history before
and after the event. The ability to collect ex-ante information allows scholars to compare
changes in individual outcomes after an event, which is a major advantage of social media
data over traditional social survey data.
(5) Consider outcomes: Choose the specific outcome measures for the problem of interest.
Despite these seemingly straightforward procedures, executing these steps is not as simple as
one might think. Often, the choices are tricky, and scholars may need to make adaptations for
different events. The remainder of this section outlines the practical problems one may encounter
when applying the framework to a specific event, and the choices a scholar can make regarding
this. We specifically focus on steps 2 and 3.
5.3

Control for location

For a geolocated panel, we need to determine what location to assign to users. Then, we can
find users who were spatially proximate and hence possibly exposed to an event. To identify
user locations, we can use either geolocated posts or locations provided in profiles or user tweets.
Scholars can make various choices when they decide to use geolocated posts to define users’
locations. When tweeting, users can opt to turn on the location service, and their tweets will hence
become geolocated, which instantly reveals people’s location at the level of meters and the time of
appearance at the level of seconds. We propose three ways to calculate users’ spatial distance to
events based on different ways of theorizing the impact of events.
• Instant distance: The distance of users to the event during the event. Instance distance
reveals the distance between the event and the user at the time the event occurred. Instant
distance should be used if scholars care about how physical exposure to events exerts
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influence on individuals because the precise time and location of individuals are essential
for knowing who was possibly physically exposed to an event and who was not [11, 66].
The shortcomings of using users’ instant location at the time an event occurred to
construct a panel of users are threefold. First, many users may be at the location but
not tweet as the event unfolds. Thus, by restricting the panel to users’ providing their
instant location, we underestimate the size of the group of users at the event. Second, for
many events, being physically present is not a key constraint but may indicate a tie to the
area. Third, instant location is sometimes endogenous to an event: users may change their
location, either approaching or leaving the location of an event, sometimes due to the event
[58].
• Shortest distance: The minimal distance between an event and any geolocated tweet of
a user is meaningful for a unique event. Shortest distance should be used if the event of
interest will have an impact on users if they have ever been to the location.
• Frequent distance: The distance between users’ frequent locations to the event of study.
Using frequent distance is preferable for events where the frequent distance to an event
determines the probability of being exposed to the event, as in the case of mass shootings or
national elections. The influence of these events can be spread out in a nonphysical fashion,
such as through the news media or diffusion through friends and family. For these events,
their influence goes far beyond a reasonable range of physical exposure, say, hundreds of
meters, and hence using instant location may not be the optimal choice. Places where users
frequently check-in matters more in this situation as there is a high likelihood these are
users’ home or work locations[8, 24].
In our empirical analysis, we use users’ frequent locations to construct geolocated panels. We
identify Twitter users’ frequent locations from their history of geolocated tweets over a long
period (a year in our empirical analysis) and then sample users based on distances of their frequent
locations from the event. An advantage of this approach is that it does not require users to post
geolocated tweets near an event when the event occurs. Hence, it can increase the size of the study
population and better approximate who is actually affected by the unfolding event. Furthermore,
keyword panels are often sampled from the activity stream over a limited time window, missing
users who were inactive during this period. By identifying users who remained close to the event
for a much longer time frame, we can include users who were inactive when the event occurred.
Using geolocated tweets provides the advantage of precision but requires users to have geolocated
tweets; such users are, however, a small proportion of Twitter users. Hence, while using profile
location provides the advantage of increasing the size of the study population, it also brings several
disadvantages such as coding cost, reliability, and coarseness of measures [5, 25]. Recent research
in data mining has advanced methods of identifying users’ locations based on text and networks,
greatly improving the size of the population identified with geolocations [6, 8, 19, 39].
Scholars can use profile locations provided by users if they find that the need to collect more
data efficiently outweighs the requirement for location precision. Ultimately, the choice of how to
use geolocation information depends on trade-offs between: 1) the mechanisms through which
events influence individuals and 2) the trade-off between granularity of geolocation measures and
population size.
5.4

Creating control groups

Another advantage of the geolocated panel, compared with the keyword panel, is that it leaves
space to construct control groups so that scholars can draw comparisons to infer causal effects.
Creating controls for keyword panels is difficult since we need to find a group of users that could
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Table 2. Comparison between different panels

Data Collection
Method
Selection bias
Speed
Coverage

Keyword

Geolocated

Random

Keyword-filtering
through search API
Major selection bias on
content; selection bias
on demographics
Fast
Subset of Twitter that
has discussed the relevant event

Geolocation-filtering
through search API
Selection bias on demographics (especially geolocations)
Intermediate
Subset of Twitter that is
exposed to the event

Streaming
API/Firehose.
Minimal
Slow
1% of Twitter users/all
Twitter users

discuss the event but did not. For rare events, it has not been determined how to find such a
group. On the other hand, constructing control groups in geolocated panels is easy due to natural
geographical boundaries. If an event has a geographical center, some users will be more treated or,
if the treatment is binary, either treated or not treated by the event. These strategies have been
utilized often in natural experimental designs [31].
We classify an event by whether the time and place of its occurrence are endogenous to the event.
For instance, general users cannot predict when and where a mass shooting will occur. Hence, both
time and place are exogenous to Twitter users. In this case, we use the distance from the exact
location as a proxy for the quantity of treatment. For an advertisement, anyone within a DMA is
treated in the same way. Therefore, there is a binary control of people within the DMA in which an
advertisement is aired and those outside of the DMA but in nearby counties.
It is possible that the place of an event is endogenous to Twitter users, such as with local crimes.
Users living in a neighborhood with higher crime rates are more likely to be exposed to crimes than
those who live far away, and they are likely to be poorer. Hence, it is difficult to prove whether
crimes have negative impacts on local residents, or if such impacts are due to their disadvantageous
situation regarding other aspects such as economic conditions. This means our geolocated panel
reduces selection-on-outcome bias of the keyword panel but may introduce other demographic
biases. Furthermore, users’ decisions to check-in could be not random[29].
In this situation, there is still the possibility to correct such bias during sampling procedures for
geolocated panels, while it is difficult to do so for keyword panels. The second way to correct the bias
introduced by endogenous events is to use both instant and frequent locations of users to construct
comparison groups. The key is to find two groups of users who satisfy the following criteria:
• The two groups share the same frequent locations and hence there is no bias regarding
where they self-select to live/work.
• The two groups differ in terms of their instant locations: users of one group were at their
frequent location when the event occurred, and the other group was far away from it. The
former group has a higher likelihood of being exposed to the event.
By comparing two groups, we can gauge how different levels of exposure to events influence similar
users differently. However, in keyword panels, it is difficult to determine how to sample users who
did not mention events into the panel.
We summarize the data collection methods, biases, speed, and coverage issues of each type of
Twitter panel in Table 2.
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DISCUSSION

This paper categorizes three commonly used panel types in the literature on event analytics using
social media data—keyword, geolocated, and random panels. We compare the advantages and
disadvantages of using each type of panel to evaluate the impact of real-world events. Specifically,
we find that when the outcome is evaluated through text, the most widely used type of panel, the
keyword panel, is inherently biased due to selecting on outcomes. The bias from selecting on outcomes is harder to resolve compared with the widely recognized bias caused by the unrepresentative
and shifting distribution of Twitter demographics in previous research.
In the literature using social media data to study events, this paper is the first to empirically
demonstrate the significance of biased samples leading to very different estimates of outcomes. This
paper explicitly lists forms of selection bias and discusses ways to correct each type. Furthermore, we
also propose the advantages of geolocated panels, namely the ability to draw objective comparisons
by distinguishing treatment and control groups when possible, which is not feasible in keywordbased panels. This paper calls for scholars using social media data for event analytics to recognize
and begin to address the commonly exhibited selection bias in keyword-based data collection
methods.
Geolocated and random panels can reduce the bias caused by selecting outcomes. Geolocated
panels are preferable to random panels both theoretically and empirically when the outcome is
measured through tweets. First, geolocated panels make it possible for scholars to create comparison
groups along geolocated treatments. Second, geolocated panels are efficient for studying where
events have impacts since they geographically narrow down the sample population to users who
could be impacted by an event. A random sample of Twitter usually requires a large population
to capture outcomes of interest. Geolocated panels allow scholars with restricted data access to
answer questions that would be impossible to consider with a random panel. In summary, as
demonstrated in this paper, geolocated panels allow scholars to reduce selection bias.
This paper reveals two possible directions for the future social media analytics: 1) turning away
from tweet-centric to user-centric analysis and 2) building panels based on users’ demographic
characteristics. Specifically, we strongly advocate for scholars to use users as the unit of analysis,
instead of posts, due to the drifting nature of posts and the lack of historical tweet data. Furthermore,
while this paper uses geolocation information to construct panels, Twitter panels can be built with
other demographic characteristics such as gender, region, and user labels. Twitter panels based
on other demographics can be used to extract study users for events that do not exert influence
over physical space but rather through social networks, which can be imagined as a kind of social
space. For these events, panels based on factors other than physical distance to an event, such as
social distance to the originator of an event (in the case of a protest) can efficiently select a study
population while also reducing selection bias. While a few works have considered user attributes,
there is room for improvement. Scholars should choose suitable methods to build appropriate
Twitter panels, based on our suggestions in Section 5.1 and their specific research contexts.
Finally, regarding the study of data and information quality, we introduce the selection bias issue.
We argue that selection biases should be understood as an objectivity issue of data and information
quality. Selection bias not only leads to unobjective measures of the impact of events but can also
decrease the believability of social media data. Our research thus calls for greater consideration of
how data quality concepts should be applied to social media.
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